marshalled list of amendments for stage 2

the bill will be considered in the following order—

sections 1 to 5  long title

amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.

section 1

bill butler  
supported by: robert brown

1 in section 1, page 1, line 4, leave out <is not negligible> and insert <causes actionable damage for the purposes of the law of delict>

bill butler  
supported by: robert brown

2 in section 1, page 1, line 5, leave out subsections (2), (3) and (4)

section 2

bill butler  
supported by: robert brown

3 in section 2, page 1, line 13, leave out <for the avoidance of doubt,>

bill butler  
supported by: robert brown

4 in section 2, page 1, line 15, leave out <is not negligible> and insert <causes actionable damage for the purposes of the law of delict>

bill butler  
supported by: robert brown

5 in section 2, page 1, line 19, leave out subsections (3) and (4)